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Abstract
Low-power wearable devices are becoming increasingly
important for fitness and healthcare applications. However,
existing protocols based on the IEEE 802.15.4 low-power
wireless standard are not optimized for data collection from
mobile devices. This paper presents Instant: a schedule for
the IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH protocol tailored for this applica-
tion. We evaluate the data collection speed, energy consump-
tion, and fairness of Instant, and show that Instant achieves
several times higher data collection speed from mobile nodes
compared with the state-of-the-art Orchestra schedule.
1 Introduction
Wearable devices play a key role as an enabling tech-
nology for the next generation Internet of Things (IoT), in-
cluding in fitness and healthcare applications [38], such as
smart home, smart gym, and smart hospital applications.
The recently standardized IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH (Time Slot-
ted Channel Hopping) protocol [4] similarly aims to enable
new applications in low-power wireless networks, with fo-
cus on those with high reliability and low latency require-
ments. Even though the IETF 6TiSCH (IPv6 over the TSCH)
working group [3] has made good progress in standardizing a
complete TSCH network stack, TSCH networks that include
wearable devices remains a little-explored topic.
This work aims to close this gap and bridge these two
technologies: wearables and TSCH. Our focus is on appli-
cations in which mobile wearable devices are used together
with stationary infrastructure devices (access points further
in the paper) to provide both indoor localization and data
collection services, such as in the SPHERE application (a
Sensor Platform for Healthcare in a Residential Environ-
ment [13]). These applications typically use periodic bea-
cons for localization in conjunction with unicast traffic for
data collection from mobile nodes. They create a number of
challenges for state-of-the-art TSCH networks:
• Neighbor discovery. The unicast probing mechanisms
of standard IoT routing protocols such as RPL are not
optimal for networks with mobile nodes: the set of
neighbors to probe can become stale every time these
nodes move. Instead, some sort of anycast is preferable.
• Anycast. However, there are no provisions for efficient
and reliable anycast in either of the TSCH and 6TiSCH
standards.
• Cell reservations. The mechanisms for scheduling
TSCH cells (e.g., the IETF 6top protocol [34]) are not
designed for mobile networks; for example, there is no
functionality to automatically free cells reserved by a
node that has since left the transmission range.
• Fairness. Simple strategies – such as allowing the
bandwidth of a single access point to be completely
reserved by a single wearable – lead to starvation of
wearables (i.e., having no reserved cells to any access
point) if there are more wearables than access points in
a range.
The main contribution of this work is Instant, a TSCH sched-
ule for fast, reliable, and fair data collection from mobile
nodes1. Instant works as follows: the mobile nodes periodi-
cally probe the access points with broadcast packets. These
probing packets are received and acknowledged by all access
points in the radio reception range. The acknowledgments
(ACK) to these probing packets include information about
reservations of subsequent unicast cell blocks. If a mobile
node wishes to transfer high-rate or bulk data to the infras-
tructure network, for example, to upload sensor data saved in
a local storage device while being out of the range of the net-
work, it uses the information from these ACK to select which
access point to use as the next hop for the data transmissions.
Many wearable applications already use transmissions of pe-
riodic broadcast packets (for instance, to implement indoor
localization [8, 10, 25]), these applications can apply Instant
scheduling with minimal overhead; for them, the only extra
energy consumption in the probing step comes from the need
to keep the radio on to receive the ACK.
This paper makes these specific contributions:
• Comparison of multiple reliable anycast ACK tech-
niques in TSCH. We experimentally show that it is pos-
1Source code available: https://tinyurl.com/ybkyh89v.
sible to reliably receive acknowledgments from multi-
ple nodes within a standard-length TSCH timeslot.
• Design of Instant: a novel unicast slot allocation tech-
nique for networks with mobile nodes.
• Quantification of Instant throughput and energy con-
sumption in static, single-wearable scenarios, and its
comparison with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE): a lead-
ing low-power wireless protocol for wearables. We
show that Instant provides application-layer perfor-
mance that is comparable with BLE 4 Connected
Mode [7] on the same hardware, despite the latter be-
ing specifically focused on static, point-to-point opera-
tion, and despite the lower energy efficiency [29] and
datarate [4] of the IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer.
• Quantification of Instant properties in scenarios with
multiple wearables, both mobile and static. We show
that for mobile nodes, Instant provides significantly bet-
ter data collection speed and fairness than the state-of-
the-art RPL-with-Orchestra network stack [11], and at
the same time shows performance similar to RPL with
Orchestra in static scenarios.
2 Related Work
The TSCH protocol is a Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) Media Access Control (MAC) protocol for low-
power wireless networks. It is defined in the IEEE 802.15.4-
2015 standard [4]. The main uses cases of TSCH to this date
are in industrial monitoring [35]. However, it has reliabil-
ity and predictability properties that make it appealing for
other applications, including applications in healthcare and
fitness domains. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard does not de-
fine a specific schedule for TSCH, but multiple approaches
have emerged from the research community and the standard
organizations. Orchestra [11] is an autonomous scheduling
mechanism that uses the RPL routing state to decide which
slots to activate on each node. The IETF 6TiSCH (IPv6 over
the TSCH mode of IEEE 802.15.4e) Working Group has de-
fined the 6top protocol for distributed scheduling [34] and is
working on the 6TiSCH Minimal Scheduling Function [9].
Neither Orchestra nor 6top are designed to support mobile
nodes: they do not consider the problems of discovery and
handover of access points. Huynh et al. [19] optimize TSCH
by allowing to send packets to multiple parents nodes oppor-
tunistically, which is an approach similar to Instant. How-
ever, they do not use the reliable anycast ACK technique, and
their approach is neither targeted for, nor evaluated in mobil-
ity scenarios. Haxhibeqiri et al. [17] focus on the problem of
mobility on top of TSCH by allowing mobile nodes to roam
between multiple infrastructure nodes. However, they only
support low-rate, broadcast traffic in the upstream direction,
in contrast to Instant. Al-Nidawi et al. [5] provide a mobility
framework with the main focus on improving the association
time in TSCH. In contrast, our work focuses on the opera-
tion after the association has taken place, and could be used
in conjunction with their approach.
BLE [7] is a prevalent low-power standard that traces its
roots to IEEE 802.15.1. BLE is designed for short-range
cable-replacement applications in star-type topologies. De-
spite the fact that BLE is very commonly used for mobile
applications, such as wearable sensors [27], the standard
does not support mobility. Instead, in most practical ap-
plications, BLE mobility is implemented indirectly through
smartphones [26, 21, 39]. The main idea of this approach is
that the smart-phone is most of the times in close proximity
to the wearable sensor. In other words, a static body-to-body
link is established that allows the user to be mobile. This
approach is adopted by the majority of commercial wearable
devices, such as smart watches and fitness trackers [24].
Whilst the BLE standard itself does not support mobility,
extensions to this end can be found in the literature. These
works follow two different approaches, namely: handovers
and broadcasting. With the handover approach, mobility is
implemented by the peripheral establishing a new connec-
tion to a different BLE master, seamless to the application
layer. Some early works that introduce handover support in
classic Bluetooth can be found in [6] and [22]. In [32], the
authors propose Mobile Hub: a middleware solution to sup-
port mobility across different smartphones. In [18], the au-
thors propose SeamBlue, which implements seamless con-
nection migration in BLE. The key disadvantage of this ap-
proach is that it introduces a handover overhead that is asso-
ciated to the energy consumed for establishing a BLE con-
nection. This overhead is impractical if the mobility patterns
of the user require frequent handovers. The second approach
is based on broadcasting BLE advertisements. In [14], the
authors present a system that implements BLE mobility by
communicating data over non-connectable undirected adver-
tisements. Each advertisement packet is retransmitted once
times on each of the BLE broadcast channels, since the re-
ceivers are not synchronized with the transmitters. This ap-
proach lacks reliability, as broadcast transmissions are not
acknowledged, and has severely limited throughput: accord-
ing to the standard, advertisements can carry up to 24 bytes
of data and be transmitted at a maximum frequency of 10 Hz.
Contrary to these works, Instant supports reliable mobility
without limiting the throughput and without introducing sig-
nificant connection establishment overheads.
There are other options that support mobility in multi-hop
wireless networks, for example, the Low-Power Wireless
Bus [15] (LWB). However, LWB requires platform-specific
implementation and is not supported on CC2650 hardware
due to its lack of the start-of-frame-descriptor interrupt.
3 Design of Instant
3.1 Overview
Conceptually, the algorithm must solve three problems:
• Neighbor discovery. Both wearables and access points
must have an up-to-date view of their neighbors.
• Cell allocation. In a neighborhood with n wearables
and m access points, n×m links are possible in total;
however, just min(m,n,k) can be active simultaneously
(where k is the number of TSCH channels). The wear-
ables and the access points must agree on which links
to activate and reflect that in their schedules.
• Cell deallocation. When a wearable either leaves the
neighborhood or has transmitted all of its data, the cells
Table 1. Notation reference
Name Definition
τslot f rame Slotframe duration
τs Slot duration
τt Transmission offset
τp Packet duration
τi Idle period between packet and the first ACK
τa ACK duration
Na Number of ACK subslots
Addrnode The address of node
Addra The anycast address
Oprobing The channel offset of probing cells
Onode The channel offset of node
Tf resh Max time to remember a wearable as present
aslot f rames Number of active slotframes for a wearable
allocated for it must be freed.
Another desirable property of such an algorithm is good per-
formance during periods when the wearables are either sta-
tionary, or mobile, but within the range of just a single access
point (AP). This is important because in smart-home appli-
cations, no more than a single AP per room is typically de-
ployed, and movement of the inhabitants between different
rooms is an exception, rather than a norm [33].
In order to implement neighbor discovery we assume an
application that uses periodic beacons for indoor localiza-
tion, and leverage this periodic traffic.
The design of the cell allocation algorithm in Instant
is influenced by process scheduling in operating systems
(e.g., the Completely Fair Scheduler in Linux [36]); the con-
cept of a timeslice used in these schedulers corresponds to a
slotframe in Instant. The Linux scheduler avoids starvation
of processes by providing a timeslice of the CPU to all wait-
ing processes in a round-robin fashion. The access points in
Instant similarly provide “slices” of their future schedule to
wearables within the communication range that have data to
send; this achieves fairness (in the narrowly defined sense
of “avoiding starvation”, which is our design goal). The
wearables are selected in a round-robin, random or another
fashion depending on the implementation (see Section 3.3
for details). However, there is a crucial difference between
CPU scheduling and TSCH scheduling: coordinated deci-
sion making is vastly more difficult for the latter, since com-
munication in low-power wireless networks is much more
expensive and less reliable. For this reason, Instant avoids
both direct communication between different AP and direct
communication between different wearables.
Cell deallocation is a trivial problem in Instant due to its
timeslice-based nature: if a slotframe is not explicitly allo-
cated for a wearable, it is considered free. If multiple slot-
frames have been allocated at once for a wearable, the cells
in all subsequent slotframes are deallocated after an “empty”
slotframe, in which no data was received from that wearable.
Finally, the light-weight nature of cell allocation and deal-
location in Instant means that Instant is also suitable for
static networks. Furthermore, one can observe that in com-
pletely stationary conditions, allocation of a larger block of
cells is preferable, since increasing the size of the allocation
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Figure 1. A TSCH slot with Na = 3 ACK subslots.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the different anycast ACK tech-
niques, with Na = 3. a) Synchronous ACKs. b) Pseudo-
random ACKs, no collisions. c) Pseudorandom ACKs with
light collisions. d) Pseudorandom ACKs with overhearing,
no collisions. ACK lost due to Tx collisions are marked red.
reduces the number of control messages that need to be sent.
For this reason, an Instant access point dynamically tunes
the size of its allocations depending on the stability in the
neighborhood (i.e., in the set of its neighboring wearable de-
vices). Allocating an unbounded number of cells effectively
turns Instant into a connection-oriented protocol.
3.2 Reliable anycast
Instant wearables send out anycast probing packets to dis-
cover access points in the neighborhood. All AP statically
schedule cells for listening to these probing messages. Such
a cell is uniquely identified by its slot offset SW and channel
offset Oprobing. Upon receiving the probing packet, the AP
decides whether to allocate the subsequent unicast slots for
the wearable, and sends an ACK to inform the wearable of
the result.
However, this approach presents the problem of ACK col-
lisions. One solution for the ACK collisions is to rely on the
strong capture effect present in IEEE 802.15.4 networks. For
this, the ACK should be sent synchronously, with less than
128 µs timing difference [37] (Fig. 2a). The wearable is go-
ing to receive the ACK with the strongest signal strength as
long as the sum of the other signals is at least 3 dB lower [16].
The main drawback is that the capture effect does not scale
well for a large number of simultaneous transmissions.
Another solution is to distribute ACKs in time. Each ACK
could be sent in its own timeslot; however, that would re-
duce the total capacity of the schedule. We observe that it
is possible to fit multiple ACK in a standard-length TSCH
timeslot (Fig.1). Let us follow the notation in Table 1. The
number of ACK that can be sent in a TSCH slot is given by:
Na =
⌊τs− (τt + τp+ τi)
τa
⌋
. (1)
W2AP1 AP2W1
(a) Example network topology
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Figure 3. The Instant scheduling approach for an example
network. W1, W2: wearables, AP1, AP2: access points. In
the first slotframe, AP1 selects the wearable W1 and AP2
selects W2. In the second, AP1 selects W2 and W1 is left
without an access point to use. The different colors denote
different channel offsets (c.f. Fig 9). Pr: probing cells for
negotiations; O: cells for other traffic, for example, for RPL
traffic between access points and access-point-to-wearable
communication. Other cells are idle.
It takes 32µs by a IEEE 802.15.4 radio to transmit a byte,
and the maximum IEEE 802.15.4 packet size after the syn-
chronization header is 128 bytes, therefore τp ≤ 128×32 =
4096 µs. Assuming TSCH standard values τs = 10000µs,
τt = 2100µs (note that τt refers to the end of the synchro-
nization header, not the start) and experimentally verified2 as
sufficient τi = 1000µs, that leaves 2804µs for the ACK. The
size of an ACK is generally much smaller than the maximal
frame size; assuming 11 byte ACK, we have experimentally
verified that 800µs is sufficient for τa. Consequently, Na = 3
for standard TSCH timing, which can be further increased if
the maximal packet and ACK sizes or processing times are
reduced, or τt shifted.
A dedicated ACK subslot can be pseudorandomly allo-
cated to each AP with a hash function h(AP,ASN), where the
ASN is the Absolute Sequence Number of the slot (Fig. 2b).
In this paper, we use ACKo f f set = (AP+ASN) mod An as
the function h. In small networks, this function is collision
free. For larger networks, some ACK collisions are expected,
because the number of AP is larger than the number of possi-
ble ACK subslots (Fig. 2c), however, as long as the expected
number of collisions is small, it is efficient to exploit the cap-
ture effect.
One more variation of the pseudorandom ACK technique
involves sniffing for ACK from other AP and going back to
sleep without sending own ACK if an ACK from another
AP is successfully received (Fig. 2d). This allows to reduce
the number of ACK sent, potentially reducing collisions and
saving energy.
3.3 Cell allocation algorithm
See Algorithms 1 and 2 for the definition of Instant. Its
basic operation is also outlined in Fig. 3. In the pseudocode,
2Here and further: on TI CC2650 System-on-Chip hardware.
Algorithm 1 The Instant algorithm: wearable operation
APs← NULL . The selected access point
aslot f rames← 0 . Number of slotframes still selected
npkt ← 0 . Number of packets ACKed in last slotframe
data←QUEUE(sensorData) . Data packet queue
p← NULL . Probing or data packet
ack← NULL . Acknowledgment packet
function ONPROBINGTIMESLOT( ) . Probing for localization
p← CONSTRUCTEMPTYPACKET( )
p.queuesize← len(data)
TRANSMITPACKET(p,Addra,Oprobing)
if aslot f rames = 0 then . Need to re-select AP?
APcandidates←∅
for i ∈ [1,Na] do
〈ack,rssi〉 ← RECEIVEACK( )
if ack 6= NULL AND ack.aslot f rame 6= 0 then
APPEND(APcandidates,〈ack,rssi〉)
end if
end for
〈APs,aslot f rames〉 ←SELECTAP(APcandidates,APs)
end if
end function
function ONUNICASTTIMESLOT( ) . Data collection
if APs 6= NULL AND len(data)> 0 then
TRANSMITPACKET(data. f ront(),AddrAPs ,Osel f )
if RECEIVEACK( ) then
data.dequeue()
npkt ← npkt +1
end if
end if
end function
function ONSLOTFRAMEEND( ) . Periodic cleanup
aslot f rames← max(0,aslot f rames−1)
if npkt = 0 OR aslot f rames = 0 then
APs← NULL . Deselect the active AP
end if
npkt ← 0
end function
SELECTAP( ) and SELECTWEARABLE( ) refer to the objec-
tive functions for selecting the access point and the wearable,
respectively, and are implementation-defined. In our model,
all access points have equal rank, i.e., equal cost to deliver
data to the sink. Under this assumption, given multiple ac-
cess points that are willing to allocate slots for a wearable,
from the wearable’s point of view it is always best to select
the AP with the best link. Conveniently, the capture effect
ensures that the ACK that gets through in case of a colli-
sion always happens to be the one with the strongest signal.
Hence, choosing and implementing SELECTAP( ) under our
assumptions is straightforward. If the access points had dif-
ferent costs to the sink, this cost-to-sink could be added to
the ACK packets, and used by the SELECTAP( ) function.
Selecting the wearable is not as straightforward; in this
paper we consider only random selection, however, other
methods and specific objective functions can be investigated
in the future: for example, selecting the wearable with the
strongest RSSI, or with the most data to send.
An important tunable parameter of the algorithm is
aslot f rames. This determines how fast an access point may
switch between wearables. Small value means faster switch-
ing and makes the algorithm more flexible; large values are
Algorithm 2 The Instant algorithm: access point operation
Ws← NULL . The selected wearable
aslot f rames← 0 . Number of slotframes still selected
npkt ← 0 . Number of packets Rx in last slotframe
Wactive←∅ . All active wearables
p← NULL . Probing or data packet
ack← NULL . Acknowledgment packet
function ONPROBINGTIMESLOT( ) . Probing for localization
〈p,rssi〉 ← RECEIVEPACKET(Oprobing)
if p 6= NULL AND p.queuesize > 0 then
ADDORUPDATEWEARABLE(Wactive, p.address,rssi)
if Ws = NULL then
〈Ws,aslot f rames〉 ←SELECTWEARABLE(Wactive)
end if
nsubslot ← RANDOMINRANGE(0, Na−1)
Tdelay← τi + τa×nsubslot
DELAY(Tdelay)
ack← CONSTRUCTACK( )
if Ws 6= NULL AND AddrWs = p.address then
ack.aslot f rames← aslot f rames
else
ack.aslot f rames← 0
end if
TRANSMITPACKET(ack, p.address,Oprobing)
end if
end function
function ONUNICASTTIMESLOT( ) . Data collection
if Ws 6= NULL then
if RECEIVEPACKET(OWs ) then
npkt ← npkt +1
end if
end if
end function
function ONSLOTFRAMEEND( ) . Periodic cleanup
aslot f rames← max(0,aslot f rames−1)
if npkt = 0 OR aslot f rames = 0 then
Ws← NULL . Deselect the active wearable
end if
npkt ← 0
Wactive←FILTER(Wactive,Tf resh)
end function
more suitable for networks with lower mobility. A value of
infinity leads to Instant establishing permanent connections
that are lost only when no further packets are received; how-
ever, the potential for fairness between wearables is lost.
Further in this paper we consider two modes of Instant:
one where aslot f rames = ∞ (the connection mode) and one
where aslot f rames is in range [1,5] – referred to as the reg-
ular mode or simply Instant. In the regular mode, the value
of aslot f rames is selected by each AP individually. It is equal
to the number of slotframes since the last change in the AP’s
set of neighboring wearables, but bounded by 5 from above.
To give an example, if the AP has just seen a new wearable, it
will set aslot f rames = 1; if the neighborhood has remained the
same for a long time, it will use aslot f rames = 5. This makes
the reaction speed of Instant proportional to the amount of
mobility in the network. In contrast, the connection mode
provides similar behavior to the BLE Connected Mode [7].
The proposed schedule leaves one slot in each slotframe
reserved for non-Instant traffic (Fig. 3b). This can be used to
exchange RPL and TSCH network maintenance packets be-
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Figure 4. Several network topologies that benefit from In-
stant. (a) A topology where load balancing between the dif-
ferent AP is possible. (b) A neighborhood where the number
of wearables is greater than the number of AP. (c) A mobile
wearable passing between different AP. (b) A larger network
with several mobile wearables.
tween the AP, and provide coexistence between Instant and
multihop routing. Reserving more than one slot for this is
possible, but would proportionally reduce the data collection
performance of Instant.
3.4 Discussion
Let us go back to the problem of collecting data from
wearables. There are some common network topologies in
which Instant shows its strengths for this application:
• Figure 4a. If RPL is used here, all wearables are likely
to select the same access point as their routing parent
and use it for data transfer (e.g., all send to the central
node, since they only have good links to that). Instant
provides better throughput by utilizing more than one
AP for data upload simultaneously. This happens both
in the regular and in the connection mode. Further-
more, Instant could easily be extended to incorporate
RSSI thresholding; it would allow the wearables to fil-
ter out access points with weak signals (i.e., bad links,
which lead to extra energy expenditure for retransmis-
sions). By dynamically changing this parameter, the
wearables would be able to select a tradeoff between
energy-efficiency and system throughput.
• Figure 4b. Here Instant allows the two wearables to
take turns when uploading data to the access point, in
this way avoiding starvation of one of the wearables.
In this way, Instant makes the network layer more suit-
able for responsive, interactive applications that run on
wearables and communicate with the infrastructure in
the real time.
• Figure 4c. Instant in the regular mode seamlessly
switches between the different AP, so that at the dif-
ferent time moments t0, t1, and t2 different AP are se-
lected by the wearable. No explicit hand-off between
AP is required. The connection mode adds just a small
overhead, since the connection establishment and ter-
mination processes in Instant are light-weight. In each
of the anycast probing slots information from multiple
gateways is collected. Therefore, the wearables are able
to discover new neighbors faster than if RPL was used.
• Figure 4d. RPL does not scale well to large networks
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Figure 5. Comparison of the different anycast ACK tech-
niques. Experimental results with single mobile wearable.
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Figure 6. Detailed results for the anycast ACK techniques,
depending on the number of access points. Experimental
results. Each boxplot shows results from 7 rooms in the
SPHERE House.
due to the limitations in routing and neighbor table
sizes on IoT devices [20], especially in the RPL storing
mode. In contrast, Instant requires the nodes to keep
neighbor information only for Tf resh slotframes, which
is a small number (e.g., 4 or 5 slotframes) in dynamic
networks, thus reducing their memory requirements.
4 Single-Wearable Evaluation
We implement both Instant and the different anycast ACK
techniques on top of Contiki-NG TSCH [12]. This section
provides an experimental evaluation of these implementa-
tions, and the comparison between Instant and BLE.
4.1 Anycast ACK techniques
In order to evaluate the reliability of anycast ACK, we
perform an experiment in a test-bed deployed in a residential
property (Fig. 7), named SPHERE House house for the re-
mainder of this paper. We use a CC2650 evaluation module
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Figure 7. The positions of the wearable (Px) and the access
points (APx) deployed in the SPHERE House test-bed: liv-
ing room (AP1), study (AP2), kitchen (AP3), guest bedroom
(AP4), master bedroom (AP5).
(EM) as the mobile wearable device, and compare the perfor-
mance of the four different techniques (Fig. 2) depending on
the number of AP in the house. All devices are transmitting
with 0 dBm power. The experiment is designed so that all
of the techniques are evaluated nearly simultaneously, thus
avoiding the impact of medium- and long-term changes in
the radio environment. In each active TSCH slot, there is
a single ACK subslot for the synchronous approach. Odd-
numbered slots also contain a subslot for each AP (“Pseudo-
random ACK”, no collisions); even numbered: Na = 4 sub-
slots divided between all of the AP. Slots divisible by 4 use
overhearing (“Pseudorandom ACK with overhearing”), the
other slots do not (“Pseudorandom ACK, light collisions”).
Figure 5 shows the whole-house average results, Figure 6
the statistics about the different rooms. In the experiment
with AP=1, only the AP2 in the center of the house is active;
the other experiments iteratively add more active AP. Clearly,
having just a single AP is not sufficient, as large parts of the
house are out of its range. Due to the capture effect, the syn-
chronous ACK technique is useful; however, its performance
is worse than other options due to a larger number of col-
lisions. The pseudorandom ACK (no collisions) technique
performs the best; however, it is not practical, as with Na = 7
or Na = 10 there are too many ACK subslots; they cannot all
be fitted in a standard-size 10 ms TSCH slot. In contrast, the
approach with “light collisions” is both practical (Na = 4)
and shows almost as good performance. With this option,
the number of colliding ACK transmissions remains small,
allowing the capture effect to filter out the weaker ones. Fi-
nally, the overhearing approach reduces the ACK rate much
more than the “light collisions” do – therefore the latter is
preferable. In summary, we selected the “Pseudorandom
ACK with light collisions” approach as the most practical
one. We use this approach for the rest of the paper.
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Figure 8. Application-level throughput in a single-wearable
system. Experimental results using the setup in Fig. 7.
4.2 Throughput and energy efficiency
4.2.1 Experimental setup
In this series of experiments, we compare the application-
level throughput of TSCH (using Instant) with BLE. Both
protocols use the same hardware: TI CC2650 EM as the
wearable, custom TI CC2650 nodes as the access points.
Transmit power is set to 0 dBm. The BLE setup uses the
Simple Peripheral and Central example provided by Texas
Instruments; the wearable is set to be the peripheral. Each
connection interval (10 ms) the peripheral device attempts to
send five notification packets, each of which contain 20 bytes
of application data. We note that trying to further increase
the throughput by sending more than five notification pack-
ets per connection interval caused the connection to fail after
a couple of seconds.
In a single experiment, a single wearable is placed in the
center of a room in the SPHERE House and sends applica-
tion data as fast as possible to an access point located in the
same room. The duration of an experiment is 2 min. It is
repeated both for BLE and TSCH, and for each room in the
house. In the final experiment, the wearable is moved around
the house; this is done only for TSCH, as BLE does not sup-
port mobility between different AP out-of-the-box.
4.2.2 Throughput
Figure 8 shows the results. BLE requires approximately
200–400 milliseconds to establish a connection between the
Central and Peripheral devices; the experiments take this into
account and show results with and without this initialization
delay. After a brief startup period, its datarate is very con-
sistent: ≈ 9500 bytes per second, even though each room
is different. TSCH results are with similar, slightly lower
throughput, but much more variable.
The BLE results could be significantly improved by us-
ing extended packet sizes: the BLE 4.2 standard includes an
optional LE data length extension that increases the maxi-
mal data payload size from 27 bytes to 251 bytes. However,
this extension is optional and not supported by many BLE-
capable devices, for example the BCM43438 BLE chip [2]
used in Raspberry Pi Model 3B, therefore would adversely
impact the interoperability of the solution.
Table 2. Application-level energy consumption. Experimen-
tal measurements on CC2650.
Protocol Energy for 100 kB (STD) Relative to TSCH
TSCH / Instant 164.87 mJ (0.19) n/a
BLE Connected Mode 135.50 mJ (0.20) −17.8 %
4.2.3 Energy efficiency
Table 2 shows the energy required to collect 100 kB of
data from the CC2650 device. The energy consumption is
measured with a RocketLogger device [30] at 64 kS per sec-
ond sampling rate. The measurements are repeated three
times for each protocol; the average results and the standard
deviations are given in the table. The energy per an applica-
tion payload byte is 1.65 µJ for TSCH and 1.35 µJ for BLE.
While BLE remains more efficient than TSCH, as expected
due to its 4 times faster PHY datarate, the application-level
difference is only 17.8 %, showing that the MAC layer over-
head of TSCH is much smaller. The packet format of BLE
is relatively inefficient, as larger proportion of the packet is
taken up by headers, and the size of BLE ACK packets is
much larger than the size of TSCH ACK packets, when mea-
sured proportionally to the packet payload size.
4.2.4 Discussion
The relatively small difference in energy consumption
and throughput between TSCH and BLE in this single-
stationary-wearable case (which arguably are the perfect
conditions for BLE Connected Mode) allows to conclude
that TSCH is a worthwhile challenger to BLE Connected
Mode, in the application domain considered in this paper.
Furthermore, there are qualitative reasons to prefer TSCH:
robustness, flexibility, and openness. In more detail: first,
the physical layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is more
robust than BLE due to using a more redundant modu-
lation scheme. Second, as shown in the next section of
this paper, for networks with multiple, mobile wearables,
the connection-based communication model (implicitly en-
forced by the BLE Connected Mode) is too rigid and less ef-
ficient than Instant or other schemes possible on top of stan-
dard TSCH. Third, BLE requires that the implementers pay a
licensing fee. This makes technological innovation on top of
BLE harder compared to innovation on top of the fully open
TSCH standards.
5 Multi-Wearable Evaluation
In this section, our implementation of Instant is compared
with the RPL and Orchestra network stack. Cooja simula-
tions are used to explore the performance in random scenar-
ios, and the scaling properties of Instant; experiments with
CC2650 nodes are used to validate these results in a test-bed.
5.1 Methodology
The main experimental settings are shown in the Ta-
ble 3. For simulations, we use the LogisticLoss Cooja ra-
dio medium. This Cooja plugin uses the logistic function
to model the PRR–RSSI relationship (as used previously by
e.g., Kim et al. [23]):
PRR(rssi) =
1
1+ exp(−(rssi− rssi50%)) , (2)
Table 3. Parameters used in the evaluation
Parameter Value
Main Number of wearables 4
settings Number of AP 5
Data size 100 kB
Packet payload 104 bytes
HW platform CC2650 EM
Instant Initial aslot f rames 1
Max aslot f rames 5
Na 3 subslots
τslot f rame 50 slots
Tf resh 4 slotframes
Unicast slot proportion 90 %
Orchestra Mode Sender-based
τslot f rame, broadcast 50 slots
τslot f rame, unicast 50 slots
RPL Implementation “RPL Classic”
Objective function MRHOF
Initial DIO period 2 sec
Max DIO period 8 sec
Probing interval 20 sec
Max routes 16
TSCH Number of channels 5
Slot size 10000µs
Guard time 1800µs
Simulations Simulator Cooja
Platform Cooja mote
Radio Medium Logistic Loss
Wearable speed 1 m/s
Max Tx range 20 m
Capture effect Yes
Co-channel rejection −3 dB
Warm-up time 2 min
Maximal duration 10 min
where rssi is the transmit power minus the path loss. To
model the path loss PLdBm(d) we use the log-distance path
loss model [28]:
PLdBm(d) = PL0+10 ·α · log10
d
d0
+N (0,σ), (3)
where the transmission range d0 = 20 m, PL0 =
−100 dBm [1], rssi50% =−92 dBm, α= 3, and σ= 3 [28].
One issue we face in the comparison is the large num-
ber of parameters of the Contiki-NG network stack, which
are known to greatly impact network performance [31]. In
order to make the comparison fair, some of the most impor-
tant parameters of RPL (Table 3) are selected by evaluating
them in the target simulations (Fig. 10, Fig. 11). To emulate
the assumptions in Instant, we modify the MRHOF metric
to make wearables consider all access points as having zero
cost to the root. The Orchestra parameters, such as slotframe
size, are set to match Instant.
Orchestra is not originally designed for high-throughput
data collection; however, the burst mode from the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard [4] makes it more suitable for this
purpose. This burst mode is already enabled in the default
Contiki-NG settings. However, the packet burst ends as soon
as just one packet or one ACK is lost (Fig. 9a). To further
optimize the performance of Orchestra for the target appli-
AP
W2 B
B W1 W2 W3
τslotframe
(a) Orchestra (with burst mode)
AP
W2 B
B W1 W2 W3
τslotframe
(b) Greedy Orchestra
Figure 9. Our Orchestra schedule (a) and its greedy modifi-
cation (b). B – broadcast slots; W1, W2, W3 – unicast slots
initially allocated for specific wearables. Different colors de-
note different channels (c.f. Fig 3). In (a), a packet burst is
terminated after the first loss of a packet or an ACK; in (b),
the burst continues until the end of the slotframe.
cation, we add a simple tweak: a packet with the burst bit set
always reserves the whole slotframe for the node. We call
this modification the Greedy Orchestra (Fig. 9b).
5.2 Simulations
We compare the performance of the four different soft-
ware options depending on the number of wearables, using
the settings from Table 3. For each number of wearables,
we use ten simulation files with random, but static wearable
positions, and ten files where the wearables move according
to the random waypoint mobility model. To simulate con-
tention in the network, all wearables start trying to upload
their data simultaneously, after a two-minute warm-up pe-
riod, during which they join the TSCH network and, if RPL
is used, establish routes. For results see Figures 12 and 13.
5.2.1 Data collection speed
We report the time it takes to collect 100 kB of data from
each wearable. The timing starts at the moment when the
wearables start trying to upload their data, and the exper-
iment ends when the last wearable has uploaded all of its
100 kB. All data is collected in all experiments – the protocol
does not lose any packets, i.e., is 100 % reliable. In mobile
scenarios, Instant both in the regular and in the connection
mode shows data collection speed that is several times better
than that of RPL+Greedy Orchestra. In static scenarios, the
speed of Instant is similar to that of RPL+Greedy Orchestra,
showing the additional mobility support does not adversely
impact the ability to collect data from static node. As ex-
pected, the baseline RPL+Orchestra performs worse than the
other options both in static and mobile scenarios.
5.2.2 Fairness
For the purposes of this study, we are interested in fairness
in the narrow sense of “avoiding starvation”. In order to mea-
sure this metric, we look at the average duration of the time
a wearable is without active unicast communication slots to
any access point, i.e., is suffering from starvation. For inter-
active applications that require communication between the
wearable and infrastructure, this metric is important for the
responsiveness of the wearable from the user’s point of view.
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Figure 10. RPL+Greedy Orchestra data collection performance depending on the RPL Max DIO interval. Here and further:
the plots show mean values along with 90 % confidence intervals.
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Figure 11. RPL+Greedy Orchestra data collection performance depending on the RPL probing interval.
Instant in the regular mode demonstrates unequivocally
better fairness than the other options in mobile scenarios, and
similar results to those of the two RPL options in static net-
works. Due to the aggressive pairing between a single wear-
able and access point, the connection mode demonstrates
worse fairness, especially when the number of wearables is
larger than the number of access points.
5.2.3 Energy consumption
To measure this metric, we only account for the CPU and
radio energy consumption in active TSCH timeslots, using a
bespoke energy model for TSCH on CC2650. The model is
based on measurements with RocketLogger [30].
In the simulations, three of the four options show perfor-
mance that is similar for all scenarios (i.e., the mean value is
within the same 90 % confidence range).
The connection mode fare worse, because in this mode,
more packets are sent over bad links, therefore more retrans-
missions are needed. This happens because in this mode, the
wearable does not break the link to its connected access point
even when a better link becomes available.
5.2.4 Discussion
Overall, Instant shows the best performance in the mobile
scenarios, and performance that is similar to RPL+Greedy
Orchestra in the static ones. Despite accounting for the ad-
ditional probing traffic, its energy consumption is not sig-
nificantly worse. If the application needed to send out the
periodic probing packets for other purposes (such as local-
ization), the extra energy consumption would be negligible.
5.3 Experiments
We carry out the experiments in the SPHERE House. The
static experiments take place in the kitchen (Fig. 18), the
mobile – walking between the rooms in the house. The po-
sitions of the access points remain as in Figure 7. Given
the relatively small size of the house, we only experiment
with up to four wearables, and set the transmission power
to −10 dBm to make the data collection more challenging.
For each configuration, we repeat the 100 kB data collection
four times. We do not evaluate RPL+Orchestra performance,
since RPL+Greedy Orchestra showed much better speed in
the simulations.
The results (Fig. 14, Fig. 15) show similar patterns as the
simulation results, therefore validate the latter. There are two
exceptions: much better average collection speed, and pro-
portionally worse performance of RPL+Greedy Orchestra.
The first is explained by the fact that the house is almost
fully covered by the access points, therefore, unlike as in the
simulations, there are no “pathological” situations when a
wearable is outside of the communication ranges of all ac-
cess points. The second is explained by high contention be-
tween the wearables when RPL+Greedy Orchestra is used.
Most of the wearables select the same access point as their
routing parent – i.e., the one located in the center of the house
(AP2 position in the Fig. 7). In contrast, Instant implicitly
provides load balancing between all access points in a range.
Similarly to the simulation results, no packets are lost (100 %
delivery rate).
5.4 Scaling
We use further simulations to test the scaling properties
of Instant. There are two sets of simulations, each of which
changes the scale of the network in different dimensions.
The first set of simulations changes the number of access
points in the network along with the physical size of the net-
work. The number of wearables is kept constant. The second
set changes the density of the network in terms of wearables.
The number of access points is kept constant. In both exper-
iments, we keep the other parameters to their default values,
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Figure 12. Data collection performance. Results from simulations with mobile wearables.
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Figure 13. Data collection performance. Results from simulations with static wearables.
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Figure 14. Data collection perf. depending on the number of mobile wearables. Experimental results.
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Figure 15. Data collection perf. depending on the number of static wearables in a single room. Experimental results.
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Figure 16. Data collection performance depending on the number of access points. Results from simulations with mobile
wearables. Access points arranged on a square grid with inter-device distance of 10 m. The results show similarly good
performance with Instant in both modes as long as the number of access points is larger than the number of wearables.
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Figure 17. Data collection performance depending on the number of wearables. Results from simulations with mobile wear-
ables, with four access points arranged on a square grid with inter-device distance of 10 m. Instant in the regular mode generally
shows better results than both variants of Orchestra; the connection mode shows high unfairness when there are >5 wearables.
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Figure 18. Kitchen area with four static wearables.
as given in the Table 3.
The results of the first set of simulations (Fig. 16) show
that Instant is able to exploit the additional access points and
increase its performance when the size of the network is in-
creased. In contrast, the RPL options show much worse col-
lection speed and fairness in larger networks. Surprisingly,
increasing the routing table and neighbor table sizes (from 16
to 110 entries) in order to accommodate all potential neigh-
bors decrease the performance in the RPL+Orchestra and
RPL+Greedy Orchestra networks, so we report the results
with 16 entries.
In contrast, Instant does not scale as well with the density
of wearables (Fig. 17). When there are 6 or more wearables
on 4 access points, it shows similar results as RPL+Greedy
Orchestra. The connection mode in particular shows bad
fairness when the number of wearables is larger than the
number of access points. Improving the performance of In-
stant in denser networks is a future work.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we present Instant, a new distributed sched-
ule for IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH. Instant shows consistently
higher data collection speed from mobile nodes than exist-
ing options (RPL+Orchestra), even when the latter is specif-
ically optimized for the target application. In particular, In-
stant achieves up to several times faster data collection even
in small networks, and is able to further increase the speed
in larger networks, as long as they also have larger numbers
of access points. Instant similarly shows fairness and en-
ergy consumption that is either comparable with or better
than those of RPL+Orchestra, both in mobile and in static
networks. In some situations, Instant also achieves much
better data collection speeds than RPL+Orchestra in static
networks due to its implicit load balancing. Finally, the en-
ergy consumption and throughput of Instant are in the same
class as those of BLE 4 Connected Mode, which is currently
among the most popular options for data collection from mo-
bile wearables. We hope that this work will lead to increas-
ingly considering TSCH as a viable option for wearable ap-
plications.
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